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At Cayenne Medical, we are committed to proper scientific investigation of the potential clinical benefits of using our devices. We are pleased to have multiple studies in clinically relevant areas currently underway by independent researchers, at highly reputable institutions in the U.S. and internationally. Out of respect for the integrity of the scientific process, we will not cite specific authors until the studies have been published in peer-reviewed journals, presented at professional meetings, or until the author gives us permission. In the following sections, I will outline for you our published or presented research specific to Cayenne products, present selected topics on relevant subjects relating to clinical procedures, and give a brief overview of planned studies and questions to be answered for the remainder of 2013. Additionally, I will outline the other available forms of clinical material, such as White Papers. This summary is meant to be a concise review of the available research but we strongly encourage interested readers to consult the original source documents whenever possible. Many published studies and White Papers are available for download from our website or are available upon request from your Cayenne Medical technical representative.

New Publications and Presentations: Superior Tibial and Femoral Fixation; Outstanding Clinical Outcomes of AperFix® ACL Reconstruction; Biomechanical Equivalence to Native PCL

- Non-sponsored study performed at Steadman Philippon Research Institute
- Cayenne AperFix tibial fixation performed best-in-class in all categories

- Non-sponsored study performed at State University of New York at Buffalo
- Novel testing apparatus allowed isolation of individual fixation elements, such as implant vs graft elongation
- Outcomes included tendon elongation, anchor displacement, stiffness, maximum load, yield load, and load at 5mm of anchor displacement
- Outstanding biomechanical results found for all tested parameters
- Zero graft slippage in femur, indicating that strong aperture fixation is present with the AperFix device
Biomechanical Testing of the Femoral AperFix® Device Shows Ultimate Load To Failure Equal To Cross-Pin Fixation for ACL Reconstruction

This study is available as a White Paper and shows that the time-zero strength of fixation of the femoral AperFix device is equal to two of the most commonly used femoral soft-tissue fixation devices, and stronger than interference screw fixation.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ultimate load to failure (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AperFix®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTransFix®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endobutton®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biointerference screw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Premarket scientific studies of basic principles highlight the benefits of aperture fixation, shorter graft length, and reproduction of the native helical ACL architecture to give the best possible ACL construct. The Cayenne AperFix® implants allow the surgeon to incorporate these best practices into the reconstruction.

- Animal studies show that shorter graft intra-osseous lengths are equally effective in terms of biomechanical testing compared to longer intra-osseous lengths
- Healing takes place principally at the aperture of the tunnel where the tendon is firmly compressed against bone
- An implant that allows aperture fixation at the tunnel openings will give the shortest intra-articular graft length
- The shortest intra-articular graft length yields stiffness closest to the native ACL
- A double-bundle helical graft architecture closely replicates the native ACL in terms of mechanical testing

Published biomechanical study shows that the single-tunnel double-bundle Cayenne AperFix® ACL reconstruction provides a closer approximation to intact knee kinematics than single-bundle reconstructions

This cadaveric biomechanical study compared the kinematics of four conditions: ① The intact knee, ② The ACL deficient knee, ③ Single-bundle reconstruction using quadrupled hamstring tendon, and ④ Single-tunnel double-bundle reconstruction using AperFix®

• The single-tunnel-double-bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction more closely restored the intact knee kinematics than the single-bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction at low flexion angles (< or =30 degrees) under the anterior tibial load and simulated muscle load (P < .05). This double-bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction using a single tunnel can better restore anterior tibial translations to the intact level compared with single-bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction at low flexion angles.
• The AperFix® femoral and tibial implants allow the surgeon to rotate the graft bundles, resulting in a helical double-bundle construct that closely approximates the native ACL architecture


Published clinical studies and white papers show outstanding near-term functional results, no tunnel widening, and highlight technical aspects of ACL reconstruction and revision with the AperFix® System

• Significant improvements in Lysholm score compared to cross-pin fixation
• No tunnel widening
• Significant improvements in stability, IKDC score, single leg hop, surgical time
• Potential for differential bundle tensioning of the anteromedial and posterolateral bundles
• Technical note highlights straightforward steps in implant removal for revision

  o Burke, Robert: “Tunnel widening comparison for AperFix vs Cross Pin”
  o Cayenne Medical Inc. White Paper
  o Connor, Geoff: “Outcomes in ACL Reconstruction Using the AperFix System”
  o Cayenne Medical Inc. White Paper
Ongoing: prospective arthrometry and functional outcomes of AperFix® ACL reconstruction comparing transtibial drilling to anteromedial portal drilling

- Prospective outcomes study from Lake Success, NY, and San Diego, CA
- Submitting for presentation at 2014 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Annual Meeting

Published technical notes and case series highlight the ease of use and reproducibility of the Cayenne AperFix® femoral and tibial implants for single-tunnel double-bundle PCL reconstruction

- Portal placement, tunnel placement, and surgical steps described in detail
- A method of differential tensioning of the anterolateral and posteromedial bundles is described utilizing a single-tunnel double-bundle technique

Ongoing: biomechanical evaluation of transosseous equivalent rotator cuff repair

- Cadaver biomechanical study underway in Birmingham, AL
- Testing scheduled for completion in July, 2013